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Abstract
Background: The death rate of under-�ve children in India declined last few decades, but few bigger states have poor
performance. This is a matter of serious concern for the child's health as well as social development. Nowadays, machine
learning techniques play a crucial role in the smart health care system to capture the hidden factors and patterns of
outcomes. In this paper, we used machine learning techniques to predict the important factors of under-�ve mortality.

This study aims to explore the importance of machine learning techniques to predict under-�ve mortality and to �nd the
important factors that cause under-�ve mortality.

The data was taken from the National Family Health Survey-IV of Uttar Pradesh. We used four machine learning techniques
like decision tree, support vector machine, random forest, and logistic regression to predict under-�ve mortality factors and
model accuracy of each model. We have also used information gain to rank to know the important variables for accurate
predictions in under-�ve mortality data.

Result: Random Forest (RF) predicts the child mortality factors with the highest accuracy of 97.5 %, and the number of living
children, births in the last �ve years, educational level, birth order, total children ever born, currently breastfeeding, and size of
child at birth that identifying as essential factors for under-�ve mortality.

Conclusion: The study focuses on machine learning techniques to predict and identify important factors for under-�ve
mortality. The random forest model provides an excellent predictive result for estimating the risk factors of under-�ve
mortality. Based on the resulting outcome, policymakers can make policies and plans to reduce under-�ve mortality. 

Introduction
The most widely used measure is child mortality, for the health of children and an index of the general development of any
country. Worldwide, under-�ve mortality rates are higher in South-Asian and Sub-Saharan African countries. The under-�ve
mortality means is the probability of dying children before the �fth birthday. In India, the under-�ve child mortality rate is
reduced by 49%, from 83 deaths per 1000 live births in 2000 to 42 deaths in 2017 [1].

The state-wide reports have been found that under-�ve mortality is highest in Uttar Pradesh, followed by Madhya Pradesh
and Chhattisgarh [2], as shown in Figure 1.

Although there has been a signi�cant reduction in these state deaths of under-�ve children, it remains a major issue for child
health. However, completing the Sustainable Goal-3 is still a challenging task for developing countries like India. The death
rate of an under-�ve child can be prevented with early predictive analytics like machine learning techniques. Nowadays,
machine learning techniques are highly demanded in public health research. The various machine learning models have
been used for prediction and classi�cation methods in different types of health and biomedical data. The machine learning
approaches could help to obtain early prediction and insight into the important factors for under-�ve mortality. These all-ML
models can automatically identify interactions and can �nd the nonlinear relationship between dependent and independent
variables. There are various machine learning prediction and classi�cation models like regression, logistic regression,
principal component analysis, decision tree, and maximum likelihood method that have been used to �nd the accurate
estimation of causes of child mortality.

Previous studies have used the traditional models for predicting the under-�ve mortality factors. The study suggests that a
weak health system is one of the major problems of maximum under-�ve death of children in low middle-income countries
[3].

The research study used the Cox proportional hazard (CPH) model and frailty models to �nd under-�ve mortality risk factors
[4]. The study has been applied classical and Bayesian approaches to the CPH model on under-�ve mortality data [5].
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Another study has been done for �nding the risk factors of under-�ve mortality with the help of the survival analysis method
[6]. Within high-dimensional exposure data, machine learning (ML) approaches can be utilized to discover the exposures
related to health outcomes of interest, as well as the potential interactions between those exposures [7]. The authors have
been used the J48 and arti�cial neural network (ANN) techniques to �nd the causes of child mortality in Ethiopia [8]. The
study was focused on assessing ML techniques' performance to predict the risk of neonatal mortality [9].

In the study, ML methods were used to predict neonatal morbidity and mortality [10]. ID3(Iterative Dichotomiser 3), random
forest, and decision tree have been used for predicting the nutrition status in under-�ve age of children [11]. Another study
was conducted in India to predict the nutrient effects on human health using ML techniques [12]. The research paper has
been used a machine learning model to predict pre-term birth [13]. The above-cited research papers indicate that machine
learning techniques have not been used in under-�ve mortality data. No single study is used for machine learning
classi�cation comparison in Indian and North Indian circumstances. Moreover, past studies have found a lack of a generic
prediction framework for accurately estimating child mortality rates using machine learning techniques. There is a need for
accurate prediction and classi�cation models to provide highly accurate results and allow health researchers to experiment
with various sets of aspects.

This study offers an opportunity to understand important factors and assess the accuracy of the machine learning
techniques in under-�ve mortality. Apart from that, machine learning techniques explore the importance of predicting under-
�ve mortality so that timely interventions can be made and factors that cause high rates of under-�ve mortality can be
reduced.

Methods
This study has explained all the methods step by step through the proper framework for under-�ve mortality prediction. The
explanations of the framework are portrayed in Figure 2. The detail of the methods explained.

Dataset
In the study, we have used secondary data from the National Family Health (NFHS-IV,2015-16) survey of Uttar Pradesh.
NFHS-IV survey is a large-scale, multi-round survey conducted in households throughout the Indian states and union
territories. The survey collects extensive information on population, health, and nutrition, with an emphasis on women and
young children. We have used the ' 'kid's �le from NFHS-IV of Uttar Pradesh. Total 41,751 sample is induvial with 1377
variables in this dataset.

Data Pre-processing
Pre-processing required cleaning the data, removing irrelevant or duplicate records, and handling missing values, for making
it suitable to �t in a machine learning model, which helps to increase the accuracy and e�ciency of the model. This is the
step in which data gets transformed or encoded to bring it to a state such that the machine learning algorithms can easily
interpret it. After all, did we have selected 18 variables and 41,751 individuals from the dataset for �nal ML analysis

Feature ranking using information gain
Feature ranking using information gain gives the idea about the most important factors from the dataset through ranking.
This is based on the calculation of the information gain values for each of the selected variables. In this study, we have used
a random forest model for �nding the risk factors or important features that are majorly contributing to the mortality of
children. The higher values of information gain tell that are important variables and highly correlated with the class variable.
Finally, the top eight ranked information values are used in the model building later.

Model building
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Data Splitting
In this step, we split the datasets into trained and test. 70% of the trained data are used for the ' 'model's classi�cation and
30% data for model evaluation. The train data should be greater than test data for avoiding over-�tting and under-�tting and
increasing the e�ciency of the model. Then the outcome variable or dependent feature needs to be transformed into binary
form by one-zero encoding, and independent features can be continuous or categorical and need to be in one data type
format. We have used the important machine learning models like decision tree, random forest, support vector, and logistic
regression in trained datasets.

Model Evaluation
To assess each model's effectiveness in the 30% test data. This procedure helps us to ensure which model performed the
best for predicting child mortality. There is various way to measure the accuracy of the model; details are given in Figure 3.

The confusion matrix is a table that is often used to describe the performance of a classi�cation model in the set of test
data. The table is like a contingency table, with two dimensions actual and predicted value. These are the following concept
is de�ned in the confusion matrix table.

True positive (TP) – The model correctly predicts positive class in the outcome.

True negative (TN) –The model correctly predicts negative class in the outcome.

False-positive (FP) – The model incorrectly predicts positive class in the outcome.

False-negative (FN) –The model incorrectly predicts negative class in the outcome.

Additionally, we have used accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score for the performance of the model of the test data.

Results

Risk Factors Analysis
We have developed the all-classi�cation model for prediction in training data (70%) with all factors. The models were tested
in test data (30%) and used the confusion matrix table to describe the performance of a classi�cation model in the set of
test data. The result of the confusion matrix table is explained in Figure 4. The result of the model evaluation is explained in
Table 1, and the highest accuracy is the random forest model with 97.5% compared with other models.

Table 1
Performance of ML models with all factors

Measure DT 95% C.I. SVM 95% C.I. RF 95% C.I. LR 95% C.I.

Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper

Recall 0.581 0.546 0.616 0.502 0.467 0.537 0.743 0.711 0.773 0.521 0.485 0.556

Precision 0.861 0.830 0.886 0.800 0.765 0.831 0.872 0.846 0.894 0.767 0.732 0.799

Accuracy 0.965 0.962 0.968 0.958 0.954 0.961 0.975 0.972 0.978 0.957 0.953 0.96

F1 Score 0.694 0.671 0.717 0.617 0.592 0.641 0.802 0.782 0.823 0.620 0.595 0.645

C.I. = Con�dence Interval
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Thereafter, we have used a random forest model for �nding the risk factors or important features that are majorly
contributing to the mortality of children. We use the random forest to check feature importance concerning its predictive
power.

We drop all factors whose rank value is less than 0.07 because the accuracy of the model will justify this level only. The
result of feature importance explains in Figure 5. The result shows that the most important determinants of under-�ve child
mortality are the number of living children, birth in the last �ve years, education level, birth order, and child size at birth
because they are high rank in order. Other determinants like total children ever born; currently, breastfeeding and exposure
are low ranks in order means they have less relation with child mortality.

Later we have repeated all procedures once again with important ranking factors to know the importance of information
gain measure or very important features (VIMP). The details of the confusion matrix explained in Figure 6, and the result of
model evaluation is given in Table 2. Again, the highest accurate model is the RF model, with 97% accuracy compared to
other models. It is found that nearly the same accuracy value is showing in all the models. The analysis tells that number of
living children, birth in the last �ve years, education level, birth order, and child size at birth are important factors in under-�ve
mortality. However, for performing the prediction of the model, other factors also play a vigorous role, but major factors are
the same for under-�ve mortality.

Table 2
Performance of ML models with important factors

Measure DT 95% C.I. SVM 95% C.I. RF 95% C.I. LR 95% C.I.

Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper

Recall 0.525 0.489 0.560 0.502 0.467 0.537 0.681 0.648 0.714 0.523 0.488 0.558

Precision 0.768 0.734 0.800 0.800 0.765 0.831 0.846 0.818 0.870 0.765 0.730 0.797

Accuracy 0.957 0.953 0.961 0.958 0.954 0.961 0.970 0.967 0.973 0.957 0.953 0.960

F1 Score 0.623 0.599 0.648 0.617 0.592 0.641 0.755 0.733 0.776 0.622 0.598 0.647

C.I. = Con�dence Interval

Overall result highlights that the predictors of under-�ve child mortality and information gain ranked (VIMP) that factors are
highly associated with under-�ve child mortality. It is also showed that the RF classi�er model is the most accurate model
for predicting the under-�ve child mortality in the predictive analytics structure. This research shows the importance of a
machine learning framework in health data. With this framework, scientists, health researchers, epidemiologists, and applied
researchers can predict and �nd the important factors of outcome in health data. Finally, this research tells the important
factors which are responsible for under-�ve mortality. Based on the research work on those factors to reduce under-�ve
mortality.

Discussion
This study evaluated the importance of machine learning techniques in predicting the factors of under-�ve mortality. The
kinds of literature say that this is the �rst study that used machine learning techniques in the high mortality data of India -
Uttar Pradesh for predicting the under-�ve mortality. Regarding the predictive analysis, the prediction accuracies are found to
be highest (97.5%) in the RF model. The RF model also shows that the number of living children, birth in the last �ve years,
education level, birth order, child-size at birth, total children ever born, currently breastfeeding, and exposure are the top eight
important predictors of under-�ve mortality. Various studies also con�rm that these factors are crucial for under-�ve
mortality [14-18].
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The �nding of the result shows only a smaller number of factors of under-�ve child mortality comparison between ML model
and traditional models like logistic regression and survival analysis. This is an indication of the importance of the ML model
in under-�ve mortality studies. This research �nds that the mother's education level is one of the major factors of under-�ve
mortality through the ML model and the previous result also con�rms the same result [19]. The study has found that birth
lasts �ve years, and birth order is an important factor against under-�ve mortality. These results are similar to the study
reported using the ML approach [20] and traditional methods [21]. As per this study, prior research has also found that baby
size at birth and breastfeeding were signi�cant determinants of under-�ve mortality [22]. The study has used variables like
mother literacy, a birth rate affecting child mortality, and the random-forest model �nds the best-suited model with high
accuracy [23]. The study shows the importance of machine learning for predicting the risk factors of infant mortality in India
[24] and thus needs a proper plan to reduce the infant mortality rate. The research article used the machine learning
predictive model to predict the risk of neonatal death and stillbirth in low middle-income countries [25]. This study has
measured the various child health indicators, including under-�ve mortality of India, through machine learning techniques
[26]. However, ML models are considered to be very valuable in predicting health studies and lead to healthier and suitable
policy decisions [27].

This study idea cannot complete without its limitation because we are using the machine learning models, unlikely
statistical models. The ML model's result comes without any coe�cient and odds ratio compared to the statistical model
then it's unpredicted to understand how much and which direction factors affect the outcome. We have to decide our
research hypothesis in the study because ML models can be used for prediction and classi�cation both manners. The result
of the study is based on the NFHS questionnaires data, not a speci�c study or objective related to under-�ve mortality.

Conclusion
The child mortality of under the age of �ve is one of the major causes of child survival in India, especially in bigger states
like Uttar Pradesh. This study explains the importance of ML models in predicting the important factors and understanding
under-�ve mortality. The random forest (RF) model gives the better and accurate predictive power in this study. This model
provides some important factors that may not be able to get by other traditional statistical models. These �ndings
emphasize the need to focus on the most signi�cant predicted factors, including breastfeeding, birth interval control, and
antenatal care, in developing policies for reducing under-�ve mortality. The model can be helpful for better policy directions
regarding under-�ve child survival. The �nding of the study indicates that the ML model may apply to �nd the risk factors
and produce higher accuracy.
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Figure 1

Under-�ve mortality of Uttar Pradesh comparison graph of State-Wise-India (NFHS-4)
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Figure 2

Overview of the proposed framework for under-�ve child mortality

Figure 3

Confusion matrix and model evaluation measure features
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Figure 4

Confusion matrix with all factors
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Figure 5

Information gain rank values of the variables
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Figure 6

Confusion matrix with important factors


